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The purpose of this study was to investigate patterns of approval and disapproval for stereotypically feminine and masculine behavior in work groups. Accordingly, a sample of 216 male and female Navy enlisted personnel were given a series of behavioral "contingency statements" illustrating the masculine and feminine traits on the Bern Sex Role Inventory. Subjects were asked to complete the statements by rating the extent to which they would encourage or discourage each behavior in...
one of four work group members—a male subordinate, female subordinate, male co-worker, or female co-worker. It was found that approval patterns did not vary according to the sex of the worker. However, significant effects were observed with respect to the sex of respondent and the status of the worker as a subordinate or co-worker. Specifically, female respondents were more likely than male respondents to encourage feminine behaviors, and co-workers were more likely than subordinates to receive encouraging responses to feminine behaviors. No significant differences were found on these variables for masculine behavior. Overall, it is concluded that sex-specific patterns of approval are not apparent in the Navy system; on the contrary, there is a small tendency to encourage a given behavior more strongly when it is cross-sex. These findings are interpreted in terms of their consistency with previous research on Navy populations.
Preface

This study is the fifth in a series of investigations sponsored by the Office of Naval Research and designed to determine the validity of the Hinsdale-VIA Psychosocial Model of Defeat (Hinsdale, Note 1). The model describes in behavioral terms how the stereotypic attitudes of work group members interact with women's already strong identification with the female sex role to produce a "cycle of defeat." This cycle is thought initially to limit women's behavioral repertoires, and ultimately, their salience in the working world. As a spinoff effect, the cycle also is believed to reinforce the stereotypic attitudes of work group members.

To date we have concentrated our research efforts in the attitudinal realm, testing the basic assumptions on which the model is predicated. Initially, we directed our attention toward examining the sex stereotypes on which the behavior of work group members toward women might be based, the extent to which these stereotypes are accurate or inaccurate, and the extent to which they are evident to work group members (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978a, 1978c, 1978d). To put the cycle of defeat in its proper perspective, we also investigated the relative adaptiveness of the feminine and masculine sex roles in the working world (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b).

In this unit of research, we have moved from studies of attitudes to studies of behavior, thereby initiating direct research on the model itself. Accordingly, the purpose of this study was to investigate the first supposition of the cycle of defeat—that women and men are differentially rewarded by their peers and superiors for displaying stereotypically masculine and feminine behavior.
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Sex bias in the selection, promotion, and development of working women is overt, easily measured, and well-documented (Terborg & Ilgen, 1975; Rosen & Jerdee, 1974; U.S. Department of Labor, 1975). It also is illegal. As a result, most major American employers have made substantial investments in programs to remedy imbalances in the numbers of women in technical, professional, and managerial positions.

But meeting legal requirements addresses only part of the problem— that part known as "access discrimination." Much more difficult to deal with is "treatment discrimination," or the subtle interpersonal behaviors which, quite apart from more blatant biases, may exert pressure on the working woman to remain within the confines of sex-appropriate behavior. For example, the woman who risks losing friendship and support as she rises up through the ranks is likely to think twice about her career ambitions (Miller, Labowitz, & Fry, 1975). So is the woman who risks being labelled "unfeminine" for her efforts (Tangri, 1972; Hinsdale, Cook, & Johnson, Note 2). Because of these and other pressures, many women seem to be discouraged from pursuing their full potential in the
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workplace. Even when the path is officially clear, the organizational climate may be clouded with stereotypes. And because stereotypes are thought to underlie most treatment discrimination, they often are cited as the most severe single barrier to occupational achievement in women (Bem & Bem, 1970; Orth & Jacobs, 1971; Terborg & Ilgen, 1975).

However, our research has thus far produced no data to support the existence of stereotypic belief systems at the organizational level. In keeping with studies which show a popular movement toward egalitarianism (Mason, Czajka, & Arber, 1976; Tavris, 1977), our findings indicate that both the "ideal" working woman and man and the "real" working woman and man are described almost identically by workers of both sexes (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978a). This non sexist set of beliefs, moreover, filters down to the work group level. Working women and men perceive virtually no differences in the sex-role expectations of their immediate peers and superiors (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978d). On the surface, then, stereotypic beliefs fail to approach the scope and severity one might predict in working populations.

Still, some sexist nuances can be observed in our data at the finest levels of analysis. For example, male workers find such qualities as aggression, dominance, and independence less desirable in women than in men (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978a). Men are preferred as co-workers, and the masculine female, though valued by superiors, is devalued by peers (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b). Finally, many of the traits ascribed to women—e.g., being shy, quiet, and emotional—are inaccurate (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978c).
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These small biases suggest that the overall egalitarianism evident in our initial research may be little more than an attitudinal smoke-screen concealing a behavioral problem. Given that whatever prejudice exists is likely to result in discriminatory behavior (Garland & Price, 1977; Ilgen & Terborg, 1975; Triandis & Davis, 1965; Weitz, 1972), it is entirely possible that sexist behavior—if not sexist ideology—is alive and doing reasonably well in the workplace. As other researchers (e.g., Deaux, 1976; O’Leary, 1977) have pointed out, this rift between belief and behavior may be simply a result of the fact that endorsing traditional prejudices against women is no longer a socially desirable response, and there is little incentive to admit one’s biases. If this is the case, our findings in the attitudinal realm may be exponentially amplified in studies of behavior.

This expectation is not without precedent in the research. For instance, Tavris (1973) has demonstrated a credibility gap between men’s liberated beliefs and not-so-liberated behavior; men who subscribe to equality for the sexes nevertheless are reluctant to share mundane household duties—certainly a prerequisite for women’s equality in the economic sphere. Similarly, it has been shown that even though competent and hard-driving women are greatly admired and even idealized (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978a; O’Leary & Depner, 1975), men don’t want them as wives (Komarovsky, 1973), and neither sex seems particularly enthusiastic about working with them—both women and men tend to exclude competent women from their work groups (Hagen & Kahn, 1975). Additional research has demonstrated that competent females are viewed as less attractive than their incompetent
counterparts (Spence & Helmreich, 1972), and that they experience increased social isolation, increased work strain, and decreased job satisfaction as they advance occupationally—presumably as a result of men’s vested interests in the face of competition from women (Miller, Labowitz, & Fry, 1975).

Implicit in these studies is a new societal message: the competent woman is wonderful—from a distance. Although both sexes are willing to pay lip service to her achievements in the masculine domain, both also discriminate against her behaviorally. And much of this discrimination seems levelled at undermining the "primary" role into which women are socialized—that of an expressive, affiliative being (Darley, 1976).

What these studies mean for the career-oriented woman may be particularly harmful: in striving to achieve a widely endorsed ideal, she may incur many immediate negative social consequences. At the very least, one might expect this mixed message to generate some confusion: many women may be caught between the nonexist beliefs and sexist behaviors of their peers and superiors.

This problem, however, may not apply exclusively to women. Interestingly, there is evidence to suggest that the same may be true for men, but in reverse: men may incur negative consequences for displaying traditionally feminine qualities (Condry & Dyer, 1976). At first glance, this may seem relatively innocuous—what difference does it make to men or their careers if they must suppress femininity on-the-job?

According to our research, it may make a great deal of difference. In the past, it generally has been assumed that because only masculinity
is related to success in the working world, only women are handicapped by pressures to conform to conventional sex roles. However, contrary to popular belief, many feminine traits are highly adaptive in the working world—i.e., directly tied to general success, adjustment, and level of attainment. Our data show that while masculinity is generally superior to femininity in terms of these variables, androgyny—or the coexistence of feminine and masculine qualities in the same personality—has a slight edge over masculinity. Moreover, of the 20 traits which most strongly contribute to career advancement, seven are traditionally feminine (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b). Among them are "warm," "understanding," and "compassionate," which seemingly temper such adaptive masculine qualities as "competitive," "ambitious," "independent," and "willing to take a stand." From these findings we have concluded that the "masculine androgyn" has replaced the exclusively masculine personality as the template for success in the working world.

Other studies suggest that besides being adaptive for individual workers, traditionally feminine qualities may be good for organizations. For example, Bond and Vinacke (1961) have shown that in tasks requiring cooperation for success, women's accommodative strategies are more effective than men's exploitative strategies. In addition, such feminine skills as "providing consideration," "intimacy," and "peer support" each have been positively related to worker satisfaction (Petty & Lee, 1975; Rousell, 1974; Durning and Mumford, Note 3). Similarly, Stogdill (1974) has concluded that "followers tend to be better satisfied under a leader skilled in human relations rather than under one skilled in the group..."
task" (p. 419). He based this conclusion on an extensive review of studies demonstrating that people-oriented behaviors, as opposed to work-oriented behaviors, are consistently related to group cohesiveness and follower satisfaction.

Given the adaptiveness of certain aspects of the feminine sex role, it seems possible that men, like women, may be victimized by pressures to avoid displaying cross-sex competencies. That these pressures exist is becoming increasingly apparent. For example, Rosen & Jerdee (1975) found that men are more harshly judged when they take time off for home responsibilities, and Bartol & Butterfield (1976) demonstrated that men are viewed as less effective than women in using feminine "consideration behaviors." Our research, moreover, has shown that certain feminine characteristics are more damaging to career achievement in men than in women, and that supervisors find a lesser degree of femininity appropriate to men than men themselves report as self-descriptive (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b, 1978d).

In short, sexism is a two-way street. And because an androgynous mix of attributes is crucial to career advancement, it follows that sexism may be directly detrimental to career achievement in men as well as women. Thus, if they translate into discriminatory behaviors in work groups, the many subtle prejudices evident in our prior data may make the masculine androgyn a difficult ideal for either sex to achieve.

The purpose of the present study was to determine if these prejudices are in fact expressed in the behavior of work group members. For example, co-workers may respond more positively to a male who attempts to give
orders than to a female who does the same; or supervisors may react more positively to a female subordinate who attempts to comfort a disappointed colleague. In other words, the same behaviors in women and men may activate entirely different patterns of approval in work group members. Since the approval of peers and superiors is known to affect directly both an employee's self-concept and on-the-job behavior (Korman, 1970), it might very well compel men and women alike to avoid the acquisition of highly adaptive cross-sex behaviors.

In addition to general patterns of approval, four "shaping situations" were selected for study, including encouraging responses to masculine behavior (ME), discouraging responses to masculine behavior (MD), encouraging responses to feminine behavior (FE), and discouraging responses to feminine behavior (FD). It was hypothesized that working men are more likely than working women to receive encouraging responses for traditionally masculine behaviors. Conversely, it was hypothesized that working women are more likely than men to receive encouraging responses for traditionally feminine behaviors.

Method

Instrument Design

A two-step procedure was employed in the design of the study instrument. In the first step, a sample of 26 female and 24 male Navy enlisted personnel from the Orlando, Florida Recruit Training Command were interviewed. Their paygrades ranges from E-1 through E-4.

The purpose of the interviews was to obtain work-related examples of feminine and masculine behavior. These were defined as behaviors consistent
with the sex-typed traits on the Bem Sex Role Inventory (BSRI, Bem, 1974),
with two exceptions: the traits "feminine" and "masculine" were eliminated
since they seem to do little more than identify the sex of the respondent
(Waters, Waters, & Pincus, 1977; Gadreau, Note 4). The 38 remaining
traits on the BSRI were divided into two lists of 19 traits, each
containing approximately equal numbers of feminine and masculine items.
These lists were administered individually to equal numbers of male and
female subjects. Within sex, the administration of the two lists was
random.

For each trait on the lists, interviewers first solicited and trans-
cribed verbatim behaviors, then asked subjects to rate how their peers
and supervisors respond to each behavior, using a 3-point scale ranging
from "1 = encourage" to "3 = discourage." (These data on supervisory
and peer responses were gathered for use in the design of subsequent
instruments.) This first step in the development of the study instrument
generated over 600 examples of sex-typed behavior.

In the second step, lists of the behaviors associated with the 38
BSRI traits were compiled. These lists were administered to 16 female
and 14 male students from Albion College, Albion, Michigan. The mean
age of the students was 18.9 years. Subjects were convened in a class-
room setting, instructed to review each list thoroughly, and asked to
select the behavior they deemed most representative of a given trait.

This second step produced frequency distributions from which the
most representative behavior for each of the 38 traits was identified.
Prior to final instrument design, these behaviors were edited for clarity,
tense, and universal applicability to Navy work groups. They then were used in the design of a series of "contingency," or "if/then" statements (e.g., "how would you react if..."). Four versions of the contingency statements were developed, depicting a male subordinate (form 1), a female subordinate (form 2), a male co-worker (form 3), and a female co-worker (form 4). The instruments began with the following instructions:

"Below is a list of 38 behaviors. For each one, please imagine you have just observed a male (female) subordinate (co-worker) performing that behavior. Next, choose the number from the following scale which best describes how you would react, from '1 = strongly encourage' to '7 = strongly discourage.' Enter this number in the blank next to the behavior."

A representative sample of the behaviors used in the instruments and the associated BSRI traits are shown in Table 1.

Sample

Subjects included 112 male and 104 female Navy enlisted personnel from NAS Memphis. Their paygrades ranged from E-1 through E-9, with a mode of E-3. They had served in the Navy a median of 83 years. 95.8% had completed high school, 38.9% had had some college, and 8.4% had a college degree. Approximately one-tenth of the subjects (11.6%) were nonwhite. Most of them were single (62.8%); approximately one-third were married (30.2%); and the remainder (7.0%) were divorced or separated. Their ages ranged from 17 to 51, with a median of 21.6 years.

Subjects were recruited by their respective commands according to their availability for participation in the study. Together, they
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represented a wide range of scientific, technical, clerical, and labor specialities. None was directly engaged in a combat-related position.

Procedure

Subjects were convened in classroom settings in groups of 50 to 55. The two versions of the instruments concerning subordinates were randomly distributed to equal numbers of male and female personnel at the higher enlisted paygrades (M = 4.68), and the two versions concerning co-workers were randomly distributed to equal numbers of males and females at the lower paygrades (M = 2.25).

Subjects were first given general instructions on completing the ten demographic items preceding the body of the instruments, then asked to complete the contingency statements. All questions were referred to the monitor.

Subjects were allotted one half-hour to complete the task. All subjects finished in this length of time.

Results

Prior to testing the study hypotheses, masculinity and femininity approval scores were derived by averaging the data from the masculine and feminine items, respectively. These scores were analyzed by sex of respondent, by sex of worker (forms 1 and 3 vs. 2 and 4), by status of worker (forms 1 and 2 vs. 3 and 4), and by sex and status of worker (forms 1, 2, 3, and 4).

A three-way analysis of variance on the masculinity approval scores showed no significance according to sex of respondent, F (1, 208) = 2.88, p > .05, sex of worker, F (1, 208) = 2.64, p > .05, or status of
worker, \( F(1, 208) = 0.112, p > 0.05 \). An identical analysis on the femininity approval scores also yielded no significance by sex of worker, \( F(1, 208) = 0.468, p > 0.05 \). However, it did reveal significance by sex of respondent, \( F(1, 208) = 13.284, p < 0.001 \), and by status of worker, \( F(1, 208) = 4.74, p < 0.05 \). The interaction between these two variables also was significant, \( F(1, 208) = 4.103, p < 0.05 \).

Table 2 provides the means and probabilities for these comparisons.

Insert Table 2 about here

Correlations between the masculinity and femininity approval scores and status or sex of worker showed a small but significant positive correlation between the femininity approval score and co-worker status, \( r = 0.14, p < 0.05 \). A correlated \( t \) test between the masculinity and femininity approval scores yielded highly significant differences, \( t(215) = 10.16, p < 0.001, M = 2.80 \) for masculinity vs. 3.18 for femininity.

Table 3 indicates the hierarchy of mean values for the four forms on masculinity and femininity approval scores; the smaller the number, the greater the degree of encouragement or approval. None of the means for either type of score are significantly different.

Insert Table 3 about here

In the last stage of the analysis, individual responses to the four forms of the questionnaire were classified according to the type of shaping situation they formed (ME, MD, FE, or FD). The results are shown in Table 4. Remaining percentages represent neutral responses (4 on the
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7-point scale), which were eliminated from the classification process.

Insert Table 4 about here

Discussion

The preceding results clearly fail to support the two hypotheses of the study--first, that working men are more likely than working women to receive encouraging responses to masculine behaviors, and second, that women are more likely than men to receive encouraging responses to feminine behaviors. No differences were found in the masculinity and femininity approval scores for male and female workers (see Table 2), nor were the individual comparisons between male and female subordinates and co-workers significant (see Table 3). Instead, contrary to expectation, there was a slight tendency in the data for females to be more frequently reinforced for masculine behaviors, and for males to be more frequently reinforced for feminine behaviors (see Table 4). This points to a small inclination, evident among both peers and superiors, to reward a given behavior more strongly if it is cross-sex.

This trend is consistent with studies showing that people who perform well in spite of a handicap—in this case, their biological sex—will be over-rewarded for their actions (Leventhal & Michaels, 1971; Taynor & Deaux, 1973). If superiors and peers do not expect to observe cross-sex behavior, it follows that they might be predisposed to reward it—provided, of course, that they value both masculinity and femininity.

That indeed they do is corroborated by the masculinity and femininity approval rates, which are generally high (see Table 4). However, in
keeping with our previous finding that masculinity is more adaptive in the workplace than femininity (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b), masculine behaviors were more strongly encouraged than were feminine behaviors, $M = 2.80$ vs. $3.18$, $p < .001$. Thus, superiors and peers do more than simply pay lip service to the concept of the masculine androgyn—they actively reward masculine and feminine behavior in proportions consistent with this personality type.

This seems to be especially true where co-workers are concerned. Co-workers were significantly more likely than subordinates to receive encouraging responses to feminine behaviors, but no less likely to receive encouraging responses to masculine behaviors (see Table 2). Substantiating this finding was the small but significant correlation found between the femininity approval score and co-worker status, $r = .14$, $p < .05$.

Another subtle trend in the data suggests that opposite sex workers may be responsible for encouraging cross-sex characteristics. As shown in Table 2, female respondents were significantly more likely to encourage feminine behaviors, and males showed a tendency approaching significance to more strongly encourage masculine behaviors. Thus, in these data we see a vested interest phenomenon which may work to the benefit of both sexes in producing a mutual exchange of cross-sex competencies.

At this point, it deserves mention that the results of this study do support the assertion that there is a small gap between belief and behavior. However, instead of revealing a gap between sexist beliefs and sexist behaviors, these data suggest that behavior in work groups is
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even less sexist than the minimal biases in our prior research led us to anticipate. For example, in the attitudinal realm we have noted that the masculine female is valued less by peers than by superiors (Hinsdale & Johnson, 1978b). In these data, however, females are more likely to receive approval for masculine behavior by peers than by superiors, and more likely than males to receive approval for masculine behaviors in general (see Table 4). In this study, then, the gap between belief and behavior moves toward egalitarianism in behavior; the data reveal a bias not against, but in favor of cross-sex behavior. Apparently, the need to encourage expedient and adaptive behaviors in subordinates and co-workers takes precedence over any sexist beliefs work group members may hold. As a result, many of the prejudicial findings in our earlier research seem neutralized.

From this study it may be concluded that treatment discrimination is not, as so often is contended, a broadly based, consistent, day-to-day occurrence. Patterns of approval for stereotypic behaviors simply do not vary by sex, except perhaps in a counterintuitive direction. These findings do not mean that treatment discrimination is nonexistent; nor do they lessen its impact when it does occur. However, they do suggest that treatment discrimination is limited to isolated situations, and that beyond these situations, the sexes may pursue freedom from strict sex roles in the working world without fearing negative consequences.

In conjunction with our previous findings, the data from this study are most noteworthy in that they add increasing momentum to the already remarkable degree of consistency with which an organization—in this
case, the Navy—is able to shape its members. In our cumulative studies, we have seen the masculine androgyn emerge repeatedly. It is a widely held ideal; it is associated with success, adjustment, and advancement; it is reflected in the expectations which work group members believe others have of them; and it is mirrored in workers' self-concepts.

Finally, in this study, the masculine androgyn appears as the blueprint against which superiors and peers shape the behavior of their immediate subordinates and co-workers. While this kind of "cognitive consistency" in beliefs, values, and behaviors has been theorized to be a function of individual psychology (Festinger, 1957; Korman, 1970; Sampson, 1963), to our knowledge, it has not been studied as a part of the psychostructure of organizations. Further research is needed to determine the extent to which this internal consistency is evident across organizations.
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Table 1
Representative Feminine and Masculine Behaviors Used in Contingency Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Associated BSRI Traits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Masculine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrote a newspaper article expressing his/her own opinion about the Navy</td>
<td>Defends own beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintained his/her own opinion until proven wrong beyond a doubt</td>
<td>Assertive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resisted group pressure to socialize during work hours</td>
<td>Strong personality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteered to perform an important task without being entirely sure he/she had the necessary skills and knowledge</td>
<td>Willing to take risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organized and implemented a better work schedule without being asked to do so</td>
<td>Acts like a leader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used the chain of command when he/she believed his/her superior was being unfair</td>
<td>Willing to take a stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feminine:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreed to do another person's work even though he/she didn't think it was fair</td>
<td>Yielding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugged a co-worker who had just received an award</td>
<td>Affectionate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1 (Contd.)
Representative Feminine and Masculine Behaviors Used in Contingency Statements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Behaviors</th>
<th>Associated BSRI Traits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feminine: (Contd.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readily cooperated with someone who</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>complimented him/her</td>
<td>Flatterable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_observed a co-worker having trouble with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>his/her work and helped him/her out</td>
<td>Sensitive to the needs of others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Took time to listen to a co-worker with</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personal problems</td>
<td>Compassionate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Masculinity Approval Score</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Femininity Approval Score</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex of Respondent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>&lt;.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex of Worker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>.495</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Status of Worker</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordinate</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>.738</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-Worker</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Masculinity and Femininity Approval Scores by Sex of Respondent, Sex of Worker, and Status of Worker
Table 3

Hierarchy of Masculinity and Femininity Scores by Sex and Status of Worker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculinity Approval Score</th>
<th>Femininity Approval Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female Co-Worker 2.727</td>
<td>Male Co-Worker 3.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Subordinate 2.759</td>
<td>Female Co-Worker 3.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Co-Worker 2.846</td>
<td>Male Subordinate 3.222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Subordinate 2.858</td>
<td>Female Subordinate 3.288</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4

Frequency of Four Types of Shaping Situations
by Sex and Status of Worker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subordinate</td>
<td>Co-Worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masculinity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Encouragement (ME)</td>
<td>67.4</td>
<td>63.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Discouragement (MD)</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Femininity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Encouragement (FE)</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>57.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Discouragement (FD)</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>20.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# Distribution List

## Navy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Office of Naval Research (6)</th>
<th>Training Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Code 452) 800 N. Quincy St.</td>
<td>Human Resource Management Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlington, Virginia 22217</td>
<td>Naval Training Center (Code 9000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>San Diego, California 92133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defense Documentation Center (12)</th>
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